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Conclusion



Introduction

Our game is finally finished!!! :D

In this presentation, we will briefly take a step back and explore the 
project as a whole.

× See if we met our goals
× Talk to you about the difficulties we encountered and how we 

overcame them
× Give you our opinion about the project structure
× Tell you what valuable lessons we learned



Minor Modifications

After playtesting -> feedback 

× Descriptions to the skills
× Added bosses in the two arenas of Popsicle and Jazz. 
× Added health packs
× Polished the levels/ fixed minor bugs



Minor Modifications

Health Packs Added in Arenas



Minor Modifications

Bosses in the Popsicle/ Jazz Arenas



Minor Modifications



Was Our Project Successful ?

× We do consider our project to be successful !
× Deliver what we promised
× Finish on time
× Got positive feedbacks:

× New Experience
× Different idea
× Polished levels, animations and special effects

× We are happy with our outcome :)



Goals

× Create a fighting game that respond to music !
× 90 % of main (functional/low/desired) task before the playtesting
× Missing at playtesting:

× Decoration models at the Jazz level
× UI components
× A decent balance

× What we missed from the project:
× Music genre recognition
× Bonus Mini games (more related to music)
× Online highscore storage



Development

× Smooth development during the early phases (functional and low)
× Audio spectrum analyzer
× More harder towards the end (Desired and High)

× Technical Issues (loading mp3 files)
× Balancing the game

× Think small
× Rock/Metal was our sandbox
× Limited number of skills

× Early informal playtesting sessions



Project Structure

× Backbone for development cycles; keeps on schedule
× Game idea pitch: shaping idea of music affecting gameplay
× Prototyping: physical prototype, audio spectrum analyzer
× Interim & Alpha: 3 levels - design, vfx, enemies, abilities, balance
× Playtesting: survey, further tuning the balance (ex: additional abilities), minor bug 

fixes
× Conclusion: health packs, bosses finalized, minor bug fixes

× How to improve project structure:
× More testing at each step from Prototyping
× Feedback from supervisors



Lessons learned

× Learned a great deal on how to analyse sound and use its different properties to enhance the 

user experience

× Because our last game lacked a UI , this semester we learned a lot on how to create a UI design 

that is simple but also offers maximum feedback.

× We improved on a lot of game design elements mainly the balancing procedure since our 

gameplay required a lot tweaking.

× Got better at creating good looking content !!!



Most Important lesson

× Tools
× Communication
× Promoting ideas
× Compromising



Technical difficulties

× Getting the different frequency values out of a sound file

× Smoothing out the output of our sound manager

× Creating a range of scripts for different elements like lights & particles that react 
to the music

× Converting sound files from one format to another because Unity and mp3 don’t 
work well together 

× Being able to import songs from different sources



Theme

× Guided us towards certain direction

× Gave us all the necessary freedom to be creative

× Common point of reference with the other teams

× Was more definitive compared to last semester’s and made the brainstorming 
process easier



Video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B84rWiUa3sJaal9TS3lFRVVabjQ/preview


Thank you for your time!

Any questions?


